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reason 6's audio processing is very much in tune
with the rest of the software. you can mix and

process samples, but you can also use any
number of external audio devices in the rack. the
mixer is very flexible, and you can have multiple
signal and bus routing, and any number of send
devices. there's an input simulator as well, which

is great for tweaking the sound of your reason
racks before you record them. furthermore, you

have full control over the compression settings on
your tracks, as well as the compression ratio, the
time compression, the depth of processing and
more. but let's not get carried away.. the main

difference with the previous version is that reason
6 is a multitrack sequencer as well as a sampler.

the sequencer is very intuitive and looks very
similar to the good old arp sequencer in reason 2,
with all the controls and modes you'd expect to be
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available to you. there's a chorus section, loop
section, length section and more. you can play
with the length of the loops as well as the pitch.
reason 6 is also very compatible with the strobe

sampler plugin. the interface for the new
approach to midi is very well thought out and

allows you to record using the keyboard or a daw
keyboard. the syncing between reason and the

sampler is a breeze. i'll focus my review on reason
6's new features and enhancements, rather than

on improvements to the core reason interface, but
i do want to say a few words about the state of

record in general. i've been using record since it
was reason 2, and it's been a real pleasure to use.
i've never wanted to do any more than play tracks

in advance, though i've always been pleased
when i find a new and different way to use it, like
resolver or the dropbox recording functionality. so

i'd like to thank propellerhead for all the effort
they've put into its development and into teaching

me to use it effectively. and i'm hoping that
they're going to continue to work on it.
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